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THE PRODUCT MANAGER Course Overview:

'THE PRODUCT MANAGER', is an immersive corporate training course meticulously crafted for those
interested in the realms of product management. This certified product manager course emphasizes
key concepts of software product management, digital product management, and AI product
management, making it one of the best product manager courses available. Incorporating an
exclusive blend of theoretical learning and practical application, it assures product manager training
certification upon successful completion. Here, we make you ready for a world that's increasingly
driven by products and platforms, catering to both technical and non-technical backgrounds.

 

Target Audience:

Current and aspiring product managers
Business analysts interested in expanding their roles
Software engineers aiming for a shift towards product management
Data analysts looking for a broader business perspective
Project managers seeking to enhance their skillsets
UX designers wanting to understand product management dynamics

 

Targeted Organizational Departments:

Product Development: Better understand the entire product lifecycle
Marketing: Learn how to plan and execute effective go-to-market strategies
IT: Gain a deep understanding of software product management and AI product management
Sales: Understand the product in-depth to improve selling strategies
Customer Service: Understand the product thoroughly to better resolve customer issues

 

Targeted Industries:

Tech and IT: With segments like the best AI product manager course and software product
manager course, tech professionals can stay at the cutting edge
E-Commerce: Learn how to manage digital products effectively
Finance: Learn to manage financial products and digital transformation in finance
Healthcare: Handle healthcare products and the sector's unique challenges more effectively
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Course Offerings:

In-depth understanding of product lifecycle management
Certified product manager training for industry-recognized certification
Hands-on experience with Agile methodologies
Techniques to develop customer empathy and integrate user feedback into product
development
Strategies to develop and execute effective go-to-market plans
Training on data-driven decision making and metrics tracking

 

Training Methodology:

Our training methodology incorporates a mix of lectures, case studies, interactive group activities,
and hands-on sessions. The digital product manager training uses real-life case studies to illustrate
the application of theoretical concepts. Peer feedback sessions promote knowledge sharing and help
participants gain multiple perspectives. Additionally, the AI product manager course is taught by
experienced professionals who bring real-world experiences to the classroom.

 

Course Toolbox:

Product roadmap templates for clear product direction
Feature prioritization techniques for effective backlog management
User interview guides to help garner valuable user insights
Introduction to commonly used product management software like Jira, Confluence, Trello
Detailed guides and templates for AI-related software and tools as part of the AI product
manager course

 

Course Agenda:

 

Day 1: Introduction to Product Management & Building
Essential Skills

Introducing the 'Product Manager Course'
Understanding the role and goals of a Product Manager
The thought experiment Product Managers can use to figure out what skills to build
The top 3 most important objectives as a Product Manager
What Product Managers should focus on early in their roles
How Product Managers are like sports coaches
The 3 most fundamental skills a success PM should have
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Day 2: Technical Skills & Overcoming the Non-Technical
Background Barrier

Understanding the 'Software Product Manager Course' and 'AI Product Manager Course'
Whether a technical background is necessary for success at Product Management
Specific product design skills to learn as a Product Manager
How a Product Manager could compensate for a non-technical background
How to excel as a non-technical PM
What it means for a PM to be analytically skilled

 

Day 3: Measuring Success & Learning from Mistakes

The importance of measurement in the 'Product Manager Training Course'
The 5 top career metrics he uses to track PM own success
The top four metrics PM uses to measure success
Learning from past mistakes
What PM learns from the mistakes he/she make

 

Day 4: Internships, Early Career, and Transitions

A deep dive into the 'Certified Product Manager Course'
The 3 important skills for interns to learn
Valuable things to do as a young Product Management
Whether you should jump into a PM role immediately after graduation
Transition from consulting to Product Management

 

Day 5: Landing a Job and Excelling as a Product Manager

The most crucial part of the 'Best Product Manager Course'
How to get a job as a Product Manager
How to landed a job as a PM at Techgaint without a technical background
How to influence your team without authority
What it means to be an advocate for the user

 

How This Course is Different from Other PRODUCT MANAGER
Courses:

'THE PRODUCT MANAGER' stands out due to its comprehensive curriculum that blends traditional
and modern elements of product management, like the best AI product manager course. The
course’s format caters to the evolving needs of various industries, helping it differentiate from
typical product manager training courses. With both technical product manager training and more
general product manager training programs, this course equips participants with a broader skillset,
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thus enhancing their career prospects.
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WHO WE ARE

OUR VISION OUR MISSION

Agile Leaders is a renowned training center with a team of experienced experts in vocational training 
and development. With 20 years of industry experience, we are committed to helping executives and 
managers replace traditional practices with more effective and agile approaches.

At Agile Leaders, we offer agile, bite-sized training courses that provide a real-life return on 
investment. Our courses focus on enhancing knowledge, improving skills, and changing attitudes. We 
achieve this through engaging and interactive training techniques, including Q&As, live discussions, 
games, and puzzles.

We aspire to be the top choice training provider 
for organizations seeking to embrace agile 
business practices. As we progress towards our 
vision, our focus becomes increasingly 
customer-centric and agile.

We are dedicated to developing value-adding, 
customer-centric agile training courses that 
deliver a clear return on investment. Guided by 
our core agile values, we ensure our training is 
actionable and impactful.

WHAT DO WE OFFER
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Our Training
Categories

We understand that training delivery can be challenging, both online and offline. To 
ensure engagement and achieve learning objectives, we have developed our own 
activities and collaborated with industry-leading solutions to gamify our training 
sessions. This approach increases interaction levels and guarantees effective 
learning outcomes.

You can join our training programs at our 
centers located in

We also offer online training sessions through 
the Zoom platform.

Branding, Marketing, Customer Relations, & Sales 
Programs
Finance and Accounting Programs
Human Resources Management Programs
Management & Leadership Programs

Political & Public Relations Programs
Project Management Programs
Quality & Process Management
Self-Development Programs

Gamified and 
Interactive Training

We cover a wide range of training categories to cater to different needs and interests

Join Agile Leaders today and embark on a transformative journey towards becoming a more agile and 
effective leader. Experience our customer-centric approach, actionable training, and guaranteed return on 
investment. Let us help you unleash your full potential in the dynamic business landscape.

Where to 
Find Us

Ma l ay s i a
Kuala Lumpur

Morocco
Casablanca

Spa i n
Barcelona

Fr ance
Paris

UK
London

I t a l y
Rome

Egyp t
Cairo
Sharm El-Sheikh

Tu r key
Istanbul

Geo rg i a
Tbilisi

Aze rba i j an
Baku

UAE
Dubai
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